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1. Introduction

Abstract
Efficient user-adaptable similarity search more
and more increases in its importance for multimedia and spatial database systems. As a general similarity model for multi-dimensional vectors that is
adaptable to application requirements and user
preferences, we use quadratic form distance functions di(x, y) = (x-y) . A (X -Y)~ which have
been successfully applied to color histograms in
image databases [Fal+ 941. The components ati of
the matrix A denote similarity of the components i
andj of the vectors. Beyond theEuclidean distance
which produces spherical query ranges, the similarity distance defines a new query type, the ellipsoid query. We present new algorithms to
efficiently support ellipsoid query processing for
various user-defined similarity matrices on existing precomputed indexes. By adapting techniques
for reducing the dimensionality and employing a
multi-step query processing architecture, the
method is extended to high-dimensional data spaces. In particular, from our algorithm to reduce the
similarity matrix, we obtain the greatest lowerbounding similarity function thus guaranteeing no
false drops. We implemented our algorithms in
C++ and tested them on an image database containing 12,000 color histograms. The experiments
demonstrate the flexibility of our method in conjunction with a high selectivity and efficiency.
This research was funded by the German Ministry for Education,
Science, Research and Technology (BMBF) under grant no. 01 IB
307 B. The authors are responsible for the content of this paper:
Permission to copy withoutfee all orpart of this material isgranted
provided that the copies are not made or distributedfor direct commercial advantage, the VLDB copyright notice and the title of the
publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is
by permission of the Very Large Data Base Endowment. To copy
otherwise, or to republish, requires afee an&or specialpermission
from the Endowment.
Proceedings of the 23rd VWB Conference
Athens, Greece, 1997
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In recent years, an increasing number of database applications has emerged for which efficient support for similarity search is substantial. The requirements of modern information retrieval, spatial database and image database
systems cannot be satisfied by the classic exact and partial
match queries which specify all or some of the object features that have to fit exactly to the query features. The importance of similarity search grows in application areas
such as multimedia, medical imaging, molecular biology,
computer aided engineering, marketing and purchasing assistance, etc. [Jag 911 [AFS 931 [GM 931 [Fal+ 941
[FRM 941 [ALSS 951 [BKK 971 [BK 971. Due to the immense and even increasing size of current databases,a high
efficiency of query processing is crucial.
In this paper, we present a general technique for efficient
similarity search in large databasesthat supports user-specified distance functions. The objects may be represented as
high-dimensional vectors such as histograms over arbitrary
distributions. Typical examples are color histograms which
are obtained from images, shape histograms of spatial objects for geometric shape retrieval (e.g. section coding
[BK 97]), multidimensional feature vectors for CAD objects and many others. In general, one- or multidimensional
distributions can be characterized by histograms which are
vectors or matrices that represent the distributions by discrete values.
For many applications concerning similarity search, the
Euclidean distance of feature vectors is not adequate. The
square of the Euclidean distance of two N-vectors x and y is
defined as following:
ducdXs
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The basic assumption of the Euclidean distance is the
independence of the dimensions, i.e. there is no influence of

to the user-specific or even query-specific preferences. The
N x N-matrix A is only required to be positive definite, i.e.
z . A . zT > 0 for all z E !KZN,z # 0, in order to obtain nonnegative distance values. Since current and future databases are assumed to be very large, similarity query processing
should be supported by spatial accessmethods (SAMs). If a
SAM has already been precomputed, and if reduction of
dimensionality has been applied to the vectors, it should be
employed.
From the examples below, we observe that the dimensionality of the histograms may range from a few bins to
tens and hundreds of bins (e.g. 256 colors in image databases). Therefore, a method for similarity search also has to
provide efficient support for searching in high-dimensional
data spaces.

one component to the other. This fact does not reflect correlations of features such as substitutability or compensability. Therefore, it is recommended to provide similarity
search techniques that use generalized distance functions.
A distance model that has been successfully applied to image databases [Fal+ 941 and that has the power to model
dependencies between different components of feature or
histogram vectors, is provided by the class of quadratic
form distance functions. Thereby, the distance measurement of two N-vectors is based on an N x N-matrix
A = [au] where the weights aij denote similarity between the
components i and j of the vectors:
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2.1
This definition also includes the (squared) Euclidean
distance when A is equal to the identity matrix, as well as
(squared) weighted Euclidean distances when the matrix A
is diagonal, A = diag(w,, . . .. We) with wi denoting the
weight of dimension i.
Section 2 contains some application examples which illustrate the relevance of adaptable distance functions, and a
discussion of related work. In section 3, we present an efficient technique for similarity search in low-dimensional
data spaces for a new query type, the ellipsoid query.
Section 4 extends the method for efficient similarity query
processing to high-dimensional spaces by employing techniques to reduce the dimensionality which leads to a multistep query processing architecture. Section 5 presents the
results from experimental evaluation, and section 6 concludes the paper.

Adaptable Distance Functions

The following examples illustrate the relevance of generalized distance functions. The first one is taken from
[Haf+ 951 who developed techniques for efficient color histogram indexing in image databases within the QBIC (Query By Image Content) project [Fal+ 941. Consider a simplified color histogram space with three bins (red, orange,
blue), and let x, y, and z be three normalized histograms of a
pure red image, x = (1, 0, 0), a pure orange image,
y = (0, 1, 0), and a pure blue image, z = (0, 0, 1). The Euclidean distance deuclidof x, y, and z in pairs is */z , whereas
the histogram distance dA for the application-specific

[ 1
1.0 0.9 0.0

matrix A red,orange,blue = 0.9 I.0 0.0 yields a similarity of
0.0 0.0 1.0
,,/i?? for x and y, and a distance of fi

2. Problem Characterization

for z and x as well as

for z and y. Thus, the histogram distance dA provides a

There are two types of queries that are relevant for similarity search: First, range queries are specified by a query
object q and a range value E, defining the answer set to contain all the objects s from the database that have a distance
less than Eto the query object q. Second, k-nearest neighbor
queries for a query object q and a cardinal number k specify
the retrieval of those k objects from the database that have
the smallest distances to q.
We are faced with the general problem of similarity
search in large databases whose objects are represented by
vectors of any arbitrary dimension N, e.g. histograms or
feature vectors. The similarity between two objects x and y
is measured by quadratic form distance functions,
u’i(x, y) = (x-y)
A . (x - Y)~, where the similarity matrix A may be modified by the user at query time, according

more adequate model -for the characteristics of the given
color histogram space.
In our second example, let us consider three histograms
u, b, and c over an ordered space (cf. figure 1). Although c
is closer to b than to a, which may reflect a higher similarity
of the object c to b than to a, the Euclidean distance neglects
such relationships of vector components. In such a case, a
distance matrix A = [uij] seems to be adequate which is
populated in a more or less broad band along the diagonal,
i.e. whose weights uij depend on the distance Ii-j1 between the histogram bins i and j.
For our last example, we assume an image similarity
search system that supports a variety of different user preferences. For instance, user 1 requires a strong distinction of
the hues, whereas user 2 only looks for images with a simi-
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lower

bound for the histogram distance, i.e.
y) I d&(x, y) . This lower-bounding property
guaranteesno false drops when using the averagecolor distancein the filter step.The three-dimensionalaveragecolor
vectors are managedby using an R*-tree, and a considerable performancegain hasbeenobtained.The computation
of the index only dependson the color map that is assigned
to the histogram bins, but not on the similarity matrix A.
Therefore, the index maybe precomputedwithout knowledge of any query matrix A. In other words, at query processingtime, the method may fall back on an available index for arbitrary (previously unknown) user-specified
similarity matrices.However, the dimensionality of the index is fixed to three, i.e. the dimensionality of the underlying color space.Thus, the averagecolor method may not
profit from advancesin high-dimensional indexing methh,d&(x,

Figure 1: Samplehistogramsof threesimilar
distributionsoveranorderedspace
lar lightness but does not insist on the samehues. User 3
may be interestedin pictures having the samemossygreen
while all the red and orangehuescount for being similar. In
order to obtain adequatedistancefunctions, for eachof the
various preferences,a different matrix has to be composed
that has suitable weighting factors at the appropriatepositions. To provide an optimal support for all possible user
profiles, the similarity retrieval systemshould support efficient query processingfor various matrices.
2.2 Related work
Recently,various methodshavebeenproposedconcerning feature-basedsimilarity retrieval [AFS 931 [GM 931
[FRM 941[ALSS 951[Kor+ 961[BK 971[BKK 971.Typically, the architecturefollows the multi-step query processing paradigm [OM 881 [BHKS 931 which in general provides efficient query processing, in particular when
combined with a PAM or a SAM. However, thesemethods
are restricted to manageonly the Euclidean distance in the
filter step,i.e. in the feature space.
In the QBIC (Query By Image Content) project
[Fal+ 941, algorithms were developed for image retrieval
basedon shapeand color. Two of the proposedalgorithms
use color histogram similarity [Haf+ 951. The histogram
distance function is defined as a quadratic form function
do&, y) = (x-y) . A . (x - Y)~ (see above). Since the
dimensionality of the color histograms is 256, filter steps
are usedto efficiently support similarity query processing.
As a primary approach for an index-based filter step,
[Fal+ 941 usesa concept of averagecolors: for each color
histogramX, the averagecolor xaVsis computed which is a
three-dimensional vector since also the color space has
three dimensions.The authors show that the averagecolor
distmx d&(x, y) = (xavg- yavg). (xavg- yavgJT scaled
with a factor AA that dependson the matrix A, representsa

OdS.

As a generalization of davg,[Haf+ 951 introduce a scalable k-dimensional distancefunction dk in order to operate
with a k-dimensional index in the filter step. The k-index
entriesare obtainedby a dimensionreduction suchthat dk is
equal to the Euclidean distance. As shown by the authors,
again the fundamental lower-bounding property
di(x, y) 5 d&,(x, y) holds, thus preventing the filter step
from producing false drops. Contrary to the averagecolor
approach, this method provides more flexibility. The parameterk may be tuned in order to obtain an optimal filter
selectivity and query processingperformancewith respect
to the technical and application-specific environment.
However,the main disadvantageof the methodis its dependencyon the similarity matrix A. In particular, the reduction
of the high-dimensional histogramsto k-dimensional index
entries is done by using a symmetric decomposition of the
similarity matrix A. Thus, when the query matrix A changes,the completeindex would haveto be recomputedin general. In other words, the method only supports the predefined similarity matrix for a given index.
In our approach, we efficiently support similarity processingand provide both, flexibility for the user to modify
the similarity matrix, and scalability for the accessmethod
to use an optimal dimensionality of the underlying index
structure according to the technical and application-specific environment.

3. Similarity Query Processing in Low
Dimensions
A key technique to efficiently support query processing
in spatial databasesystemsis the useof point accessmethods (PAMs) or spatial accessmethods (SAMs). Although
our method works with a variety of PAMs and SAMs, in
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this paper, we focus on accessmethods that manage the secondary storage pages by rectilinear hyperrectangles, e.g.
minimum bounding rectangles (MBRs), for forming higher
level directory pages. For instance, this paradigm is realized in the R-tree [Gut 841 and its derivatives, R’-tree
[SRF 871, R*-tree [BKSS 901, as well as in the X-tree
[BKK 961, which has already been used successfully to
support query processing for dimensionalities up to 16.

Lemma 1. The function distunce(A, q, box, E) fulfills the
following correspondences:
(i) ellip.intersects (box, E) 5 distunce(A, q, box, E) 2 E
ellip.mindist (box) = distunce(A, q, box, 0)
(ii)
Proof. (i) The estimation distunce(A, q, box, E) I E holds
by definition if and only if the minimum distance dmi,,of
ellip to box is lower or equal to E. On the other hand,
dmin< E is true if and only if the hyperrectangle box intersects the ellipsoid ellip of level E. (ii) Since dmin2 0,
distunce(A, q, box, 0) always returns the actual minimum
dmin
= min{ di(p, q) I p E box} which is never less than
E = 0.0

classic Euclidean
distancefunction

weighted Euclidean generalquadratic
distancefunction
distancefunction

For range query processing, only intersection has to be
tested. Lemma 1 helps to improve the runtime efficiency,
since the exact value of mindist is not required as long as it
is smaller than E (cf. figure 3).

Figure 2: Typical shapesof query ranges {p 1d@, q) < E}
for various distancefunctions d and a fixed query rangeE.

Up to now, similarity query processing using PAMs and
SAMs supports only the Euclidean distance where query
ranges are spherical, and weighted Euclidean distances
which correspond to iso-oriented ellipsoids. However, query ranges for quadratic form distance functions
di(p, q) = (p - q) . A . (p - q)T for positive definite query matrices A and query points q lead to arbitrary oriented
ellipsoids (cf. figure 2). We call the new query type an e/lipsoid query and present efficient algorithms for ellipsoid
query processing in the following.

Figure 3: Problemellipsoid intersectsbox for two
different similarity matricesA, andA,

3.1 Ellipsoid Queries on Spatial AccessMethods

3.2 Basic Distance Algorithm for Ellipsoids and Boxes

Both, similarity range queries and k-nn queries, are
based on the distance function for query objects ellip,(A)
and database objects p. When employing SAMs that organize their directory by rectilinear hyperrectangles, an additional distance function mindist is required (cf. [HS 951
[RKV 951 [BBKK 971 [Ber+ 971) which returns the minimum distance of the query object e/lip,(A) to any iso-oriented hyperrectangle box.

For the evaluation of distunce(A, q, box, E) , we combined two paradigms, the steepest descent method, and iteration over feasible points (cf. figure 4).
For the steepest descent, the gradient Veihp(pi) of the
ellipsoid function d2A,,,i,,(p) = p . A . pT at pi is determined (step 4). In step 7, the linear minimization returns
the scaling factor s for which p + sg is minimum with respect to the ellipsoid; this holds if V,i, fp + sg) . g = 0.
The steepest descent works correctly and stops after a finite
number of iterations (step 9) [PTVF 921.
The feasible points paradigm is adapted from the linear
programming algorithm of [BR 851. The basic idea is that
every point that is visited on the way down to the minimum
should belong to the feasible region which is the box in our
case. The algorithm ensures the feasibility of the visited

As a generalization of mindist, we introduce the operation disrunce(A, q, box, E) which returns the minimum distance dmin = min{di(p, q) I p E box} from ellip,,, to box
if dmin1 E , and an arbitrary value below E if d,, < E . The
relationship of distance to the operations intersect and
mindist is shown by the following lemma.
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method distance(A,q, box, E) + float;
0 box := box.move (- q);
1 p. := box.closest(origo);
2 loop
3
if (d:, ,&pi) I E) break,
4
g := - Vellip (Pi) ;
5
g := box.truncate(pi, g);
if (Igl = 0) break,
6
7
S :=- Vellip(Pj)*g/Vellip(g)*g;
8
pi+, := box.closest(pi + s*g);
if (d:, otigo(PJ = d:, otigo(~i + J ) break
9
10 endloop
11 return di, oego(pi);
end distance;

II consider difference vectorsp = x - q, x E box
// ‘closest’ with respectto the Euclidean distance
// ellipsoid is reached
// descendinggradient of the ellipsoid at p
// gradient truncation with respectto the box
Ii no feasible progressin the truncatedgradient direction
// linear minimization from p along the direction g
/I projection of the new location p onto the box
II no more progresshasbeen achieved
/I return final ellipsoid distance

Figure 4: Thebasicalgorithmdistance(A,q, box, E) iteratesoverfeasiblepointspi within
thebox until Eor theconstrainedminimumof theellipsoidis reached
points by the closest point operation provided for the box
type. As well as the starting point, all the points that are
reachedby the iteration are projectedonto the box (steps 1
and 8). For any point p, this projection yields the closest
point of the box according to the Euclidean distance.Since
the boxes are rectilinear, the projection is simple: For each
dimension d, set p[dj
to box.lower[dl if
p[d] < box.lower[d], and set it to box.upper[dl if
p[ d] > box.upper[d] . Nothing has to be done if already
box.lower[d] Ip[d] I box.upper[d] .
In order to proceedfast from the current point pi to the
desired minimum, we decomposethe gradient g into two
componentsg = gfeclsible
+ glecrving)
andreduceg to the direction gferrsible
that doesnot leavethe box when it is affixed to
p (step 5). For rectilinear boxes, the operation boxtruncate
(p, g) is easily performedby nullifying the leaving componentsof the gradient g: For eachdimension d, set g[dl to 0
if g[d] < 0 and p[d] = box.lower[d] , or if g[d] > 0 and
p[dl = box.upper[d] .
Since the evaluation of both, the ellipsoid value
di, ,,ti,,(p) = p A . pT , and the gradient vector
Lip (~1 = 2 . A pT t requires O(N’) time for dimensionality N, the overall runtime of distunce(A, q, box, E) is
O(#iter . N2) where#iter denotesthe number of iterations.
Note that our starting point p. E box is closestto the query
point in the Euclidean sense.Thus, if A is a diagonal matrix,
the algorithm immediately stops within the first iteration,
which guaranteesa runtime complexity of O(N2) . For the
non-Euclidean case,we typically obtained #iter close to 1
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and never greaterthan 8 from our experimentsover various
dimensionsand query matrices.

4. Effkient Similarity Search in High
Dimensions
In principle, the algorithms presentedabove also apply
to high-dimensional feature spaces.In practice, however,
efficiency problemswill occur due to the following two obstacles(cf. [Fal+ 941):First, the quadratic nuture offhe distancefunction causesan evaluation time per object that is
quadraticin the numberof dimensions.Second,the curse of
dimension&y strongly restricts the usefulness of index
structuresfor very high dimensions.Although accessmethods are available that efficiently support query processing
in high dimensions,suchasthe X-tree [BKK 961,the lower
dimensionality promisesthe better performance.
A key to efficiently support query processingin highdimensional spacesis the paradigmof multi-step query processing [OM 881 [BHKS 931 [BKSS 941 in combination
with techniques for reducing the dimensionality
(cf. [Fal+ 941). In [Kor+ 961, index-based algorithms for
similarity query processingare presentedthat guaranteeno
false drops if the featuredistancefunction is a lower bound
of the actual object distancefunction. Adapting thesetechniques, we use a reducedsimilarity function as featuredistance for which we prove a greatestlower bound property
thus even ensuring optimal filtering in the reduced data
space.

4.1 Reduction of Dimensionality
A common technique for indexing high-dimensional
spaces is to reduce the dimensionality of the objects in order to obtain lower-dimensional index entries. A variety of
reduction techniques is available: The data-dependent Karhunen-Ldve transform (KLT) as well as data-independent
methods such as feature sub-selection, histogram coarsening, Discrete Cosine (DCT), Fourier (DFT), or wavelet
transforms (cf. [Fal+ 941).
All these techniques conceptually perform the reduction
in two steps: First, they map the N-vectors into a space of
the same dimensionality N using an information-preserving
transformation. Second, they select r components (e.g. the
first ones, or the most significant ones) from the transformed N-vectors to compose the reduced r-vectors that
will be managed by using an r-dimensional index.
Every linear reduction of dimensionality can be represented by a N x r-matrix R when including the truncation
of N - r components. Thus, the reduction can be performed in O(N . r) time. As an example, consider the KLT
that is based on a principal component analysis of the vectors in the database. By sorting the components according
to their decreasing significance, the first positions of the
transformed N-vectors carry the highest amount of information and are selected to form the reduced r-vectors. The
linear reduction to k dimensions from [Haf+ 951 depends
on the similarity matrix A and is determined by a decomposition of A. Note that also feature sub-selection is a linear
reduction technique which can be represented by an
N x r-matrix R containing N - 1 zeros and a single 1.O in
every of its r columns.
As a final and illustrative example, let us consider coarsening of histograms, i.e. reducing the resolution of a histogram by joining bins. For instance, an N-vector
(x i, . . ., x~)

is mapped to the corresponding r-vector

(xl+..‘+xi,,xi,+‘+...+xi*

)..., x.I,-,+ l + . . . ++I

simply

OT

R =

Lemma 2. For any N x r reduction matrix R for which R”
has a rank of r, a B-complementation RB can be computed
that is non-singular, i.e. whose inverse ( RB)-’ exists.
Proof. Let B be an orthonormal set of basis vectors that
span the (N - r) -dimensional nullspace of the matrix R” .
These vectors can be obtained from the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of R” (cf. [EIVF 921). Since the
0-complementation R” is assumed to have a rank of r, the
B-complementation RB has the full rank of N and, therefore, its inverse ( RB)-’ exists. 0
Note, if R” would have a rank lower than r, the reduction of dimensionality using the matrix R would produce
redundancy which we neglect for the subsequent.

4.2 Lower Bounding of Similarity Distances
Let A, be an N x N positive definite similarity matrix.
For readability, we denote the difference of two N-vectors s
and q by s-q = AN = (a,, . . . . 6,)~ 3iN. Then, the
AN-distance appears as dAN(s,q) = AN. A,. AZ. Note
that the index only manages reduced entries sR and qR. In
our notation, the difference vector is sR - qR = (s - q)R =
A,R E ‘3’. Recall that R may be complemented by any
matrix B and the reduced vector XR is obtained from xRB
by truncating (nullifying) the last N - r components.

I...1
o...
.
1 1

by summing up the values of neighboring histogram bins.
This method is a linear reduction technique which is repre-

sented by an N x r-matrix

a reduction matrix cannot be inverted. However, our algorithm requires a certain kind of ‘inversion’, which we will
introduce now. For a given N x r reduction matrix R, let us
define the B-complemented N x N-matrix RB by appending an arbitrary N x (N - r) -matrix B to the right of R. For
instance, B may be the N x (N - r) null matrix, leading to
the 0-complementation R” .

o...o

l...l

o...

. ..o

...

O...

Lemma 3. (Distance-Preserving Transformation At).

For any non-redundant N x r reduction matrix R and any
similarity

matrix A,,

N x N-matrix

RB

there exists a B-complemented
for

which

the

N x N -matrix

...

A: = ( RB)-’ . A, . ( RBT)-’ preserves the A, -distance:

. ..o l...l

whose entries almost are zero. If a component i of the
N-bins contributes to the component j of the r-bins, the entry rii of the matrix R is set to one.

Although for the KLT, the original N x N transformation matrix may be given, in general, only the truncated
N x r reduction matrix R will be available. Obviously, such
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d&t q) = dA;WB,qRB)

Proof. According to Lemma 2, for every reduction matrix
R, a B-complementation RB exists that is invertible. We
use this particular RB and get:

Proof. Note that the matrix A,-,

d&sR’, qRB) = (ANRB). A;. (ANRB)T=

i&k = (0 ,..., O,l).A,.(O

= AN. RB. (RB)-’ A,. (RBT)-’ . RET. A; =
=AN.AN.A;

for any posi-

quadratic complementation, we obtain:

=d&q).O

The transformation of A, to Af, is the first step on our
way to a filter distance function dAR(sR,qR) that lowerbounds the object distance function’ dAN(s,q) , as it is required to guarantee no false drops. In the following, we
present the reduction of the query matrix from dimension
N x N to r x r which is performed in a recursive way from
A, to A,-, , k = N, . . .. r + 1 , such that the lower-bounding property holds in each step:
A,-, .A,-, -A;-,

A; =

+ &k(bstk

. A:-,

+ ~kk~k)2

=

= A,-, ,&ml- &-USt;. t-d,) . A;- I+
>
akk

+ &ZSt,

SA,.A,$

. A;- 1 + &&k)2

=

akk
=

However, beyond this weak lower-bounding property,
we use a matrix A,-,

,..., O,l)T>O

tive definite matrix A,. By expansion of A,, followed by a

A,.A,.

VAk~ 3’:

is well defined since

that represents the greatest lower

A k-l

.A k-l

.A;-,

+ kk(btk.

A:-,

+ iitkhk)’

.

bound, i.e. the optimum of all reduced distance functions.

The second term of the sum is a square, and therefore, its
minimum is zero which will be reached for a certain

For this purpose, we partition the matrix A, by splitting off

6, E % . However, since 6, is assumed to be not available,
we may only rely on the minimum, zero. Therefore, the first

the last column and row, resulting in A, =

xi- 1 COlk
[

where

Ak-1

is a (k-l)x(k-1)-matrix,

scalar, and rowk, colz E Sk-’

term of the sum, Ak-, . A,-,

ro,“k iikk
I

mum of the left hand side, Ak . A, . Af , for all A, E Sk. 0

ZikkE 31 is a

4.3 Multi-Step Similarity Query Processing

are two row vectors which

we combine to the row vector last, = i(rowk + col:) .
Remember that reducing the dimensionality of a vector
includes truncation of the component k. Therefore, we assume that 6, E 31 is not available.

Lemma 4. (GreatestLower Bound)
For any positive definite k x k similarity matrix A,, the
(k-l)x(k-I)-matrix

A,-,

=

(ht;

. ht,)

ik-l-

,
Gkk

which

consists of

aij = iiij-

(?rik

+

ski)(ckj

+

zjk)

for

4zkk

1 5 i, j 5 k - 1 , defines a distance function d*,-, which is
the minimum and, therefore, the greatest lower bound of

d,,,, for the case that the value of 6, E % is unknown:
VAko Sk: Ak-,.Ak-,.AkT_,

T

Ak- , , represents the mini-

=min{Ak.Ak.A~/8k~

‘%}
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For multi-step similarity query processing, we adapt the
algorithms of [Kor+ 961 for range queries and k-nn queries.
In our case, we reduce the N-vectors s to r-vectors SRusing
an N x r reduction matrix R. In order to obtain an appropriate filter distance function, we also reduce the original
N x N similarity matrix A, to the r x r query matrix A:.
holds,
Since
the
lower-bounding
propefiy
dAR(sR,qR) < d&, q) , the method prevents false drops.
In addition, the greatest-lower-bound property ensures optimal filtering for a given reduction R.
In figure 5, we present our algorithm for matrix reduction. We assume the inverse complemented reduction matrix ( RB)-’ to be precomputed (cf. Lemma 2). The Lemmata 3 and 4 ensure the correctness of the algorithm. From a
geometric point of view, step 1 performs a rotation, and
step 2 a projection (not intersection!) of the N-dimensional
query ellipsoid to r dimensions according to the reduction
matrix R. The overall runtime complexity is 0( N3) .
Finally, figure 6 shows the adapted versions of the algorithm from [Kor+ 961 for multi-step similarity query processing which we call SIM,,,(A, q, E) for range queries

REDUCE-MATRIX (AN, (RB)-’ ) -> A;
(1) Distance-preserving rotation (cfi Lemma 3):

Transform A N to AR
N- - (RB)-I . A,. (RBT)-*

I

(2) Projection (c$ Lemma 4):

For k from N down to r + 1 , reduce A; to A:-,
Figure 5: Algorithmto transformtheoriginalquery
matrixA, into thereducedquerymatrixA:
and SIM,,,(A, q, k) for k-nn queries, where q denotesthe
query object.

Algorithm SIM,,, (AN, A:, q, E)
Preprocessing. Reducethe quej point q to qR
Filter Step. Perform an ellipsoid range query on the
SAM to obtain {sldA,(sR, qR) 5 E}
Refinement Step. From the candidatesset, report the
objectss that fulfill dAN(s,q) I E
l

l

variety of similarity matriceson the sameindex, we instantiated query matricesA, for various valuesof 6. According
to [Haf+ 951,we performed the symmetric decomposition
A, = L, Lz and selectedthe first r columns of L, to obtain the reduction matricesR for various dimensionalities r.
We managed the reduced data spacesby using X-trees
[BKK 961. All algorithms were implemented in C++ and
evaluatedon an HP-735 running under HP-UX 9.01.
Figure 7 demonstratesthe selectivity of the filter step.
For reducing the dimensionality, we usedvarious r-indexes
(k-indexes in [Haf+ 951)for the similarity matrix A,,, and
the reduced dimensions r E { 3,6,9, 12,15}. We measured the averageselectivity of some 100 samplequeries
retrieving fractions up to 1% (120 images)of the database.
Hardly, a user may visually handle more than this number
of results. We simulatedthe methodof [Haf+ 951while decomposing the query matrix A,, to the reduction matrix.
Additionally, we changedthe query matrix to A, and A,,
thus demonstrating the flexibility of our method without
loss of efficiency.

l

Algorithm SI&,

query matrix A10

0,2,----------

(AN, A:, q, k)

l

Preprocessing. Reducethe query point q to qR

l

Primary Candidates. Perform an ellipsoid k-nn query

l

Range Determination. For the primary candidatess,

l

determined,, = max{ dAN(s,q) }
Final Candidates. Perform an ellipsoid range query

dimensionality of index

0

around qR with respectto dAR on the SAM

{s(dA,(sR, qR) Id,,}
l

0.005 0.01

query matrix Al 2

.rjg,

query matrix A8

!g

on the SAM

Rank the final candidatess by dAN(s,q) ,
and report the top k objects

Final Reh.

0

0.01

0

0.005

0.01

Figure 7: Selectivityof the filter stepfor variousquery

Figure 6: Algorithmsfor rangequeriesandk-nn queries
basedon a SAM (adaptedfrom [Kor+ 961)

5. Experimental

0.005

matrices.The diagramsdepict the fractions retrieved from
indexes (y-axis) of dimensionality 3 to 1.5depending on
the fraction requestedfrom all 12,000images(x-axis).

Evaluation

We implementedandevaluatedour algorithms on image
databasescontaining some12,CKKl
color pictures from commercially available CD-ROMs. We compareour methodto
the QBIC techniqueswhich had been testedon a database
of some950 images[Haf+ 951[Fal+ 941.According to the
QBIC evaluation, we computed64D and 256D color histograms for the images and used the formula
A,[i, j] = exp(-o(djj/d,,))
to generatesimilarity matrices. Since our method supports query processing for a
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In all examples,the selectivity increaseswith the dimensionality of the index and is approximately 20% for r = 3,
10% for r = 6, 5% for r = 9, and below 3% for r > 12. For
the modified query matrices,the selectivity values change
only slightly.
Figure 8 indicates that the selectivity is affectedby the
technique for reducing the dimensionality which may be
adaptedto the application characteristicsasan advantageof
our approach.
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Figure 9: Efficiency of multi-step query processingfor
120 k-nn querieswith k = 12which represents0.1% of the
3
[
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data.The diagram indicates the numberof candidatesobtained from the filter step and the number of pagesread
from the index dependingon the index dimensionality.

21
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the similarity function should be adaptable to user preferences at query time. While current index-based query processing does not adequately support this task, we present
efficient algorithms to process ellipsoid queries using spatial access methods. The method directly applies to lowdimensional spaces, and the multi-step query processing
paradigm efficiently supports similarity search in high-dimensional spaces.Available techniques for reducing the dimensionality apply to data vectors but have to be adapted to
reduce the query matrix, too. We present an algorithm to
reduce similarity matrices leading to reduced ellipsoid queries that are efficiently supported by the index. We prove
that the resulting reduced similarity function represents the
greatest lower bound of the original similarity function thus
guaranteeing no false drops as well as optimal selectivity
for any given reduction.

Figure 8: Selectivity of the filter step for various
techniques to reduce the dimensionality. The symmetric
decompositionof the query matrix (SYMM) is compared
to the Karhunen-LoeveTransform (KLT).
Finally, we show the efficiency of the multi-step query
processing technique, averaged over 120 k-nn queries with
k = 12 on 256D histograms. Figure 9 depicts the number of
candidates and the number of index page accessesdepending on the dimensionality of the index. A good selectivity of
the filter step is important since each candidate will cause a
page accessin the refinement step, and the exact evaluation
is expensive in 256D. Figure 10 depicts the overall runtime
and its components depending on the index dimensionality.
As expected, the refinement time decreaseswith the dimensionality due to the decreasing number of candidates. On
the other hand, the time for the filter step increases with the
index dimensionality. Acceptable runtimes (below 20 set)
are achieved for dimensions r > 15, and the overall minimum (below 10 set) is reached for r = 30. We observe that
the overall runtime does not significantly vary for a wide
range of index dimensionalities.

80
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1:
40
g 30
s 20
10
0

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we address the problem of similarity
search in large databases. Many applications require that
the similarity function reflects mutual dependencies of
components in feature vectors, e.g. of neighboring histogram bins. Whereas the Euclidean distance ignores correlations of vector components even in the weighted case, quadratic form distance functions fulfill this requirement
leading to ellipsoid queries as a new query type. In addition,

---------------------------------------------------------------------_----_--_--_-__--------------
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10: Overall runtime of multi-step query
processing,divided into the times of filter and refinement
step and averaged over 120 k-nn queries with k = 12,
dependingon the dimensionality of the index.

Figure
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Berchtold S., Kriegel H.-P.: ‘S3: Similarity Search in
CAD Database Systems’, Proc. ACM SIGMOD Int.
Conf. on Management of Data, Tucson, AZ, 1997,
pp. 564-567.
[BKSS 901 BeckmannN., Kriegel H.-P, SchneiderR., SeegerB.:

We implemented our algorithms and compared them to
techniques which were developed in the QBIC project
[Fal+ 941 [Haf+ 951. Our approach provides two advantages: It is not committed to a fixed similarity matrix after the
index has been created, and the dimensionality of the index
may be adapted to the characteristics of the application. In
other words, query processing is supported for a variety of
similarity matrices on any existing precomputed index. The
experiments were performed on image databases containing color histograms of some 12,000 images. The good efficiency of our method is demonstrated by both, the high
selectivity of the filter step as well as the good performance
of ellipsoid query processing on the index.

‘The R*-tree: An Eficient and Robust Access Method
for Points and Rectangles’, Proc.ACM SIGMOD Int.

Conf. on Managementof Data,Atlantic City, NJ, 1990,
pp. 322-331.
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In our future work, we plan to investigate how various
techniques for the reduction of dimensionality affect the
performance of query processing. Additionally, we will apply our method to other application domains such as geometric shape retrieval in CAD and 3D protein databases.
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